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“If the environment is sick,

how can we be healthy?”
-Domingo, Field Instructor, CREAR

Fall 2012, Issue 2

Students meet with Francisco Guzman, Director of CREAR (Regional Center for
Alternative Rural Education), to discuss a grant proposal for the organization.

R

Rural vs. Urban Experiences

io Limpio, Dominican Republic is located in the providence of Elias Piña and about 39
kilometers from Dajabón, the northern Dominican-Haitian border. It is in this rustic community, nestled within mountain-top vista of the ecological reserve Nalga de Maco, that our students took a week away from their community work in the city to learn about organic agriculture and sustainable development as well as participate in nightly critical reflections about
the daily lessons within these themes. The Rural Stay portion of the program is a time to reflect and understand the deeper concepts of poverty and development while comparing rural
and urban environments. During this stay, our students were able to work with agricultural
students, hike mountains, swim in rivers, create organic compost and work on a grant proposal. After the week was over, we visited the Bi-national market in Dajabón and wrapped up
the week with a group dinner at the retreat center of Blue Moon restaurant. Students came
out mentally refreshed and thinking critically about sustainable ecological development in
both the city and countryside.
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Geographically and Socially Isolated
A Comparison between Rio Limpio and Cienfuegos
Annie Safar, University of
Washington
Venturing deep into the mountains, the service-learning group

and tourism center were all points of interest on our tour. The

embarked upon our weeklong rural stay. At the end of a

aim of ecotourism is to encourage tourists to explore and ad-

steady incline and winding roads we knew we would eventual-

venture in regions of the world in order to support the local

ly reach the rural community of Rio Limpio. The journey to

economies and capitalize on while preserving the resources

the community was one stunning vista after the next; not even

that the environment can supply/supplies. Yet, with all the

the growing feeling of nausea from the twisting dirt roads

emphasis on expanding the tourism industry in Rio Limpio, I

could detract from the amazing natural beauty.

couldn’t help but wonder how the geographically isolated

Upon arrival we were shown our lodging accommodations for
the week located in Rio Limpio’s Ecotourism center. The first

community could sustain such an industry that relies on tourists, when access to the beautiful area is very so difficult.

event of the rural study was a community tour led by with two

One of the objectives of the week was to utilize our learned

students from CREAR, the local agricultural school and our

experiences and knowledge from the rural stay and make

hosts for the week. , acting as guides. Throughout the tour the

comparisons to our work in urban Santiago. My thoughts and

students pointed out the many local players in the growing

questions about the geographically isolated community of Rio

ecotourism and environmental conservation industries. The

Limpio lead to me to consider other types of isolation. Even if

local Ministry of Environment office, agricultural cooperatives,

towering mountains or roads submerged by rivers do not isolate an area, can it still be considered isolated? In completing
one of the objectives of the week by making comparisons to
my work site in Santiago, I was able to answer my question.
In the marginalized community of Cienfuegos, the stigma surrounding the neighborhood acts as a different form of isolation. The highly populated community is stigmatized for being
a rough and undesirable neighborhood. With a plethora of
social problems acting, as a societal barrier,; attention and
(continued on page 5 )
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(continued from page 4)

resources are often unable to reach this marginalized commu-

material you take from one portion of the ground needs to be

nity. My first solo day in Cienfuegos a fellow passenger in the

replaced in another, so that you take and give from the same

concho, a public transit car, concerned for my wellbeing, gave

area. I found this afternoon to be incredibly useful to my work

me the advice, “You really shouldn’t be here by yourself if you

and experiences in Cienfuegos. Yet instead of taking soil and

don’t know what you are doing”. This reaction is something I

planting materials from the ground, talents and resources from

frequently encounter when explaining my work to other Do-

the community can be utilized directly to benefit the place

minicans.

where those aforementioned talent and resources come from.

While both the communities of Rio Limpio and Cienfuegos are

As a student in the CIEE service-learning program I have

respectively isolated, there are benefits to their seclusion. For

been given the opportunity to be inserted into these isolated

example, local opportunities to utilize community resources

communities participate in and see first-hand how innovation

create a sense of ownership and a forum for innovation within

and community collaboration functions to overcome the diffi-

communities. This idea was simply shown through an after-

culties associated with geographic or marginalized isolation.

noon constructing plant beds at the organic agricultural school

As my work within Cienfuegos progresses to the final months

CREAR in Rio Limpio. The supervisor for the activity, a teach-

of the program I will continue to draw connections between

er of for over 30 years named Domingo, explained how the

rural and urban developmental processes.

View of Rio Limpio

View of Cienfuegos, Santiago.
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Jackie Creed, Stonehill
College

We recently went on a much anticipated week-long trip to

open farmland are unfamiliar to me. My experience in Santia-

the rural community of Rio Limpio here in the Dominican

go is similar. Not a day goes by in Santiago without the per-

Republic. It allowed us to step back and reflect on our work

sistent sounds of horns honking, the bustle of people selling

in Santiago and do something different. However, the trip

cell phone cases, juice, or even puppies to passing cars and

ended up being even more; it helped me come to new con-

pedestrians. There is constant movement everywhere you

clusions about the nature of relationships between people

turn. Yet in reality, it seems that rural lands are necessary for

and communities.

the existence of any sort of city. Without areas like Rio Lim-

Working with CREAR, an organic farming school, we accomplished a number of tasks. We got shovels and jumped right
in to make compost, dig planting beds, and then plant seeds.
I was able to get a good picture about how basic organic
farming was done and how each piece was integral for the

pio, places like our city homes, could not exist. Farms provide the food and goods straight from the earth, which are
then put into the supermarkets of the city. The farms provide
natural resources that cities depend on, such as water,
wood, and air.

next. While in Rio Limpio, we visited a biodynamic farm with

By bringing us to Rio Limpio, the program forced us to think

similar goals and organic farming practices, but with a more

critically about connections to our work and lives in Santiago.

cosmic ideology. Kelly, the owner said, “The body has many

Our discussions have created links between not only physi-

organs that work together to form harmony. One part cannot

cal places but also more abstract ideas, like community de-

function without the other, just like on the farm.” I believe this

velopment. By having a holistic approach we learn about all

concept of interconnectivity can go well beyond the farm and

aspects of community development like education, health,

into the city and beyond. After some reflection, it is not diffi-

business, etc. And our service placements offer a wide varie-

cult to realize how some things you seldom think of play a

ty of causes. This helps us gain a larger, more nuanced pic-

part of your life. I never thought the rural, farming experience

ture of development that might be difficult to find if only look-

had anything to do with my life learning until the trip.

ing at one. For example, if children are not healthy they can-

In the United States, I live in the city of Boston, where there
might be a couple of trees and maybe a squirrel or a bird, but
definitely far from what could be considered a ‘rural’ destination. Pigs and chicken scurrying in the roads and miles of

not get an education, and vice versa. No one issue or place
can exist alone, but when thought about in terms of a bigger
whole, a clearer, more accurate reality becomes much more
apparent.
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Day in the life: Alumni Intern
Each year two CIEE-SL Santiago program alumni are selected to participate in the year-long Alumni Internship. This
provides a space for alumni to continue to develop skills and knowledge to further prepare them for their professional
careers. The Alumni Intern role consists of primarily student support, but they are also responsible for other tasks
within the program and office including: student group process, class reflections, community organization check-ins,
social media updates and more. Alumni-Interns also have regular office hours for student/staff check-ins.
One of our current Alumni Interns, Tommy DeMarco, studied on our program in the Fall of 2008. A graduate of the
Carlson School of Management at the University of Minnesota, having studied International Business, Non-profit Management, and Spanish Studies, Tommy has now worked as an Alumni Intern for our program since December 2011.
Below is a glimpse into a day in his life.

Morning
Intern Apartment

6:30 AM
Tommy wakes up to work out on the roof of his apartment building.
From here, he watches the sun rising over the entire city of Santiago.
It's a beautiful vista nestled between the mountains of the fertile Cibao
valley. He and his roommate, Stephanie Carlson-Flynn (our program’s Intern Coordinator), make organic, biodynamic coffee from Rio
Limpio (one of our rural partner communities) to begin their morning.

8:00 AM

Class Discussion

To arrive at the program’s office in PUCMM (the local university),
Tommy hops in a crowded concho (public transportation car). After
checking in with staff, he prepares his notes for a reflection he will
lead about an upcoming excursion to the country's first organic agricultural school called CREAR.

10:00 AM
As a teaching assistant (TA) for our program’s Poverty and Development class, Tommy co-leads a discussion with the students on the
topic of sustainable development in Dominican rural vs. urban contexts.
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Afternoon

Observing Group Process

12:30 PM
After returning home, Tommy makes lunch and rests
briefly. Who doesn’t like a short siesta (a Dominican
cultural norm) in the middle of their work day?

2:00 PM
Tommy observes one of his student’s level of engagement in their community practicum at our partner organization Niños con una Esperanza (Children
with a Hope), an after-school education program
which rescues kids from working in the dangerous,
unregulated landfill and helps them continue their
studies.

4:00 PM
Afterwards, he meets with the directors of Niños con
una Esperanza to discuss how they feel the student’s
work is going and what additional support they may
need from our program.

“I am so proud of the Alumni Internship
program! Just two years ago it was only
a concept, but what I felt very strongly
was the obvious response in improving
student services, deepening our community outreach and impacts and expanding our program support. I love the
fresh perspectives, high energy, and
genuine positive attitudes they bring-they are a constant reminder that we are
doing very cool things in this program!"
-Elaine Acacio, Resident Director

Evening
6:00 PM
Tommy returns to his apartment and home office,
where he discusses the day's visits with the Intern
Coordinator who then updates the rest of staff. After
that Tommy records the student’s progress in a
community update report (that serves as a record
for both professors and future interns).

7:00 PM
He cooks dinner with his roommates, relaxes, and
plays dominoes (a national sport) on the patio under
the stars. It has been a full but rewarding day of work.
He can't help but smile as he thinks, "Most people
dream of living on a Caribbean island, and this is my
life. How could it get better than this?"

For more information about the Alumni
Internship or to request an application,
please email Stephanie Carlson-Flynn at
aic@ciee.org
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Patience is a Virtue
Pelumi Ogunlana, University

In many rural areas, food is produced and consumed by

of Missouri

from trips to supermarkets. Typically, when people go to

farmers. While in urban areas, food is mostly obtained
the supermarket to get groceries, they grab the food they
want without giving much thought to what is inside or how
it got there. Many grocery shoppers do not give much
thought as to the hard working individuals that supply us
with this great tasting food. Many urban people like myself, expect the food to be on the shelf so we can take it
home to eat it. On the other hand, farmers understand the
process of producing the food. They also know that there
is more to the instant gratification of buying food in the
supermarket. The process of obtaining food can be applied to successful community development: many times
instant gratification can hold us back.
I was able to learn some organic farming techniques
through our program’s rural stay in the town of Rio Limpio. We worked at CREAR,the first organic agricultural
high school built in the Dominican Republic. We made
organic fertilizer, and single and double beds to plant
vegetables. Materials used to make the fertilizer were
from the land and animals at CREAR while the vegetables were from the seeds of previously planted vegetables. The process was difficult but after each step we
could see that we were making progress.
The farmers and people from rural areas can incur a different feeling even if they are eating the same food.
When a farmer bites into a ripe crisp apple, he/she
(continued on page 11)
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(continued from page 10)
understands what it took to make that apple. First, they

Similar to farming, community development doesn’t hap-

till the land and make sure it is deep enough and able to

pen overnight The process of community development is

be used for planting. Next, they mix in fertilizers that

as tough and long as organically planting vegetables.

provide the plants with nutrients. Finally, they are able to

Just as there are specific steps to creating organic ferti-

plant the seeds and start the growing process. Yet, there

lizer, there are steps to developing your community. The

is still more work to be done such as watering the plants

first step is having everyone in the community work to-

and making sure insects and birds do not destroy the

gether. Through this step, people will build trust in each

seeds or plants.. Even after all this work, some plants

other, have deeper relationships and utilize the re-

may not develop fully or meet the right standards. The

sources within the community. Next, as a community we

fruit, vegetables, or grains that do make it bring the farm-

should be figuring what our needs are and how we can

ers great delight, as the farmers are able to consume or

include the ideas of everyone in the community. A com-

sell them. As the farmer snacks on that apple, s/he is

munity will thrive and be more efficient when all mem-

actually reaping all of those hours s/he has put in to

bers are working towards their goals. Thirdly, we should

making that apple.

be trying to use the resources within and around our

On the other hand, for those of us who do not plant our
food, the supermarket is a place of instant satisfaction.
We are able to simply make a list, wander into any supermarket, and choose the food we would like to consume. We usually do not think about how many hours it
took to water the plot of the land where the food was

community to solve our needs. This is the same way the
students at CREAR use materials within Rio Limpio to
help them learn. Through a helpful hand from everyone,
your community will see sprouts of development at each
step. Remember that community development doesn’t
happen in one day.

planted. As long as we have the money we know that we
will be able to enjoy whatever food we desire.

Congratulations CIEE Gain Scholar!
Pelumi Ogunlana was awarded one of the CIEE GAIN Scholarships for his study abroad experience this semester.
GAIN Scholars

Pelumi’s Thoughts

The GAIN scholarship is part of CIEE’s Global Access Initiative,

“I was excited when I received the exclusive GAIN scholarship because it

created to diversify study abroad and provide access to students

rewarded all my hard work throughout my life, both in the classroom and

who may not typically be able to study abroad. The GAIN schol-

outside. It was my dream to study abroad in the Dominican Republic, not

arship gives opportunities for those students with economic

only to visit and learn about the country, but also to demonstrate to my fami-

challenges, from diverse backgrounds underrepresented in

ly (specifically younger cousins) the benefits of studying abroad and working

study abroad, or from underrepresented fields of study. CIEE

hard. Coming from a community that does not typically get the opportunity

gives $1 million in grants and scholarships each year.

to study abroad, I am very thankful to be a recipient of the GAIN scholarship
and be awarded this wonderful experience.”
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The Key to a Successful Community
Lies Within its People
Hannah Loppnow, St. Norbert
College
According to the words of the American poet Walt Whitman,
“The great city is that which has the greatest man or woman: if
it be a few ragged huts, it is still the greatest city in the whole
world.” The prestige of an area doesn’t necessarily depend on
the buildings, technology, or landscapes that it has; the key to
a successful community lies within its people. Although communities are impacted by all of these components, the involvement and passion of their members make all the difference.
Through the CIEE-Service Learning program, I have been
working with a youth leadership program and have been given
the opportunity to observe leaders in both rural and urban
communities. Despite the differences in their locations, the
types of resources they have, and their unique styles of how
they learn, both leadership groups seem to be headed in the
right direction.
Once a week, I work with a group of leaders called Líderes
Defensores de Nuestro País (LDP), or Defending Leaders of
our Country. I work to expand their leadership abilities, to present them opportunities, and to build relationships between
their peers. LDP is run through the organization Niños con una
Esperanza which strives to equip at-risk children with a structured environment to complete their homework every day. The
Leaders are in high school and accompany the children in their
homework sessions, serve as authority at recess, and distribute snack. The students of LDP live in an urban, marginalized
community of Cienfuegos, the most populated neighborhood
within the city of Santiago.
Looking outside of Santiago, I was able to meet a group of
student leaders in the town of Rio Limpio through our program
excursion to learn about organic farming practices and ecological development. The leadership group of Rio Limpio studies
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at CREAR, a sustainable agricultural school in a rural setting.
CREAR’s main focus is to provide the tools and knowledge
necessary to pursue a career in agriculture by teaching students how to live off the land and preserve what the Earth has
given them. The CREAR students are learning leadership
skills every day whether they know it or not; I could tell from
the moment we entered the facilities for the first time and two
of the students were given the responsibility to show our group
around their community. After thinking about how location
might affect a person’s opportunities and impact the growth of
leadership skills, I have compiled an overview with benefits
and consequences of living in rural and urban communities in
regards to leadership development.
(continued on page 13)

(continued from page 12)
CREAR is nestled in mountains and surrounded by lush farmland
which has advantages and disadvantages. Although the work the
students do through the program is beneficial to their community,
the land, and their personal growth, being located in such a remote area may pose problems in terms of expanding their horizons. The dirt roads out of Rio Limpio are long, winding, and fairly
rough. It may be out of a student’s resources to leave Rio Limpio
and expand their chances in other parts of the island. In urban
Cienfuegos, however, there are an abundance of people and
businesses that could provide opportunities to the leaders in LDP,
but it is a possibility they might get lost in the crowd. The differences between the public education of LDP and the technical
education of CREAR are many. The individualized attention and
curriculum specific to agricultural studies that CREAR students
receive prepare them to work in particular fields while LDP students receive fundamental education to teach them the basic educational subjects.
It is common for students in isolated areas to want to move to the
city to find jobs or better schooling but sometimes this might not
be the best option for them. For example, CREAR has an ideal
location for starting a farming business. If the student has good
relationships with the people in their rural community, it may be
best to stay there and take advantage of what is familiar to them.
For the students of LDP, the commotion and uncertainty

of the city might be a disadvantage to some, while it may open
many new doors for others. Everything depends on how the students choose to act on their leadership abilities and how they pursue opportunities within their communities. From my understanding, not many of the LDP leaders have the necessary resources to
find opportunities outside of Cienfuegos. The students of Cienfuegos have shown me that they are beyond capable of being successful yet another limitation to living in Cienfuegos is that the
students might have a better vision for their future than the adults
who could potentially be their employers. I would love to see the
leaders from LDP flourish with successful careers but there are so
many challenges due to their geographical placement. It is hard to
leave an area to which you are accustomed.
Being in the CIEE-SL program has given me the opportunity to
travel to different parts of the Dominican Republic and see the
similarities and differences between these areas. The program
has also equipped me with knowledge of cultural norms, the importance of the Earth to many Dominicans, and building hope for
the future, especially with young people. Working with LDP has
opened my eyes to the challenging situations youth are faced with
daily in marginalized communities. Hopefully with support from the
CIEE-Service Learning program students and Ninos con una Esperanza, the leaders will be grounded in their abilities to make a
positive difference in the lives of themselves and others.
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A Natural Step
Kendra O’Connor, Spring 2011
George Washington University graduate

Deciding to join the Peace Corps was one of the most difficult and
most obvious choices of my life. Unlike most of my fellow George
Washington University alumni, I did not enter college on a mission
to fulfill a five, ten, or twenty-year life plan. My freshman year, I
only had one plan in mind for my college experience: study
abroad. As a teen, I was fortunate enough to have many opportunities to travel, both with my family and my youth group, and applied to GW wanting to pursue a career that would allow me to
travel all over the world. However, it wasn’t until the second semester of my junior year – not even at GW - that I had even an
inkling of what that career would be.

On February 13th, 2013, I will board a plane bound for Guatemala.
Upon successful completion of a ten-week intensive language,
culture, and skills training course, I will move to my new home
community. From there I will spend the next two years working as
a municipality director for the Healthy Schools Program. I will work
with educators, administrators, students, and other volunteers, to
evaluate school sanitation facilities and health education programs
and develop action plans for improving the health and safety of
Guatemalan children.
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This amazing opportunity would not have been possible had I not
spent the second semester of my junior year in the CIEE Service
Learning: Santiago, D.R. program. In the Dominican Republic, I
worked with health workers to create a nutrition club and give diet
and cooking charlas in the marginalized community of Los Prados.
I spent five months analyzing growth charts, weighing and measuring toddlers, and drawing diagrams of food pyramids – and loving every minute of it. For the first time in my life I found myself
involved in something I was truly passionate about, something I
wanted to continue doing as soon as possible. After my study
abroad experience in Santiago, joining the Peace Corps seemed
to be the next logical, natural, and exciting step for me. The experiences and knowledge I gained in the Dominican Republic not
only prepared me for this, but also gave me the courage and selfconfidence to pursue the opportunity of a lifetime.

Guidance Toward a
More Fulfilling Life
Talia Brock, Spring 2012
Denison University

This past August I was hit with an important realization. I had
an opportunity and a responsibility to volunteer for the Obama
re-election campaign. I felt this sense of duty for several reasons. There were a multitude of issues on the table, issues
that could determine whether our country moved towards progress or regressed towards a devastating loss of human
rights. It occurred to me that I was on my way back to school
for my final fall semester, and that my college is located in the
state of Ohio, a crucial swing state. I was a senior in high
school when President Obama was elected for his first term
and I did not volunteer much of my time, despite being excited
about the cause. This time around, I felt a sense of duty that I
could not shake. I was worried about the amount of commitment that working for the campaign would require, but something told me that I would regret standing idly by in the end.
This uncontrollable sense of purpose was ignited just after I
returned to the US from studying abroad in the Dominican
Republic in the Spring of 2012. I had just come back in May
and was irritated with my life at home. I had only a few days
prior been working with an incredible non-profit organization
called Niños con una Esperanza that was founded with the
purpose of saving the lives of youth and putting a focus on
education back into the community. Suddenly I was back in
the US, working a mundane summer job that I had taken on
for the sole purpose of making money. I felt as if the meaning
had been drained out of my life swiftly upon returning to the
States. The newfound itch to be actively involved in my community at home is unequivocally a result of my experiences
with the CIEE Service-Learning program in Santiago, Dominican Republic. The abrupt shift in my sense of purpose was the

biggest culture shock I experienced after coming home, and
my decision to work for the Obama campaign was a direct
result of my newfound need for purpose.

On the night of the election, as I sat around with my fellow
student Democrats and anxiously awaited the results, I knew
that no matter how things turned out in the end, I had done
everything I could to fight for a cause that I believed in. Now
that the campaign is over and those months of volunteering
resulted in success, I am in pursuit of my next commitment. If
it hadn’t been for my experiences with the CIEE SL program, I
would be waiting for opportunities to come my way, rather than
seeking out avenues for progress on my own.
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Debrief & Reflection
Dajabon Bi-National Market

PUCMM Community Service Fair

What do you think the picture to left is? Is it
curious? Why?
As part of our program’s 2nd month meeting and
CIEE’s commitment to building intercultural competency, our students had an assignment to take pictures of objects and scenery they found curious. At
the end of the week, they presented their photos to
the group and explained why they were originally
curious and the process in which they discovered
what the object was. Sometimes this process including taking a step-back, asking others, etc. Our Dominican staff was especially helpful in facilitating student understanding of the deeper cultural meanings
behind the photos.
The photo to the left is of the inside of a tropical fruit
found in the Dominican Republic, called guanabana.
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From L to R:
Stephanie Carlson-Flynn (Intern
Coordinator), Thomas DeMarco
(Alumni-Intern), Dorka Tejada
(Program Assistant), Marcos Polo
(Resident Coordinator),
Elaine Acacio (Resident Director)

For more program information,
please contact our CIEE Advisor
Jensine Fraser at jfraser@ciee.org
or check us out at:
Facebook CIEE SL, DR
Twitter SL Santiago DR
Study Santiago, DR SL
Ciee-slsantiago

Is this program
right for you?
Visit CIEE Service Learning to
write your own story.
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